
Below is a summary of your responses Download PDF

We thank you for your time spent taking this survey. 
Your response has been recorded.

Hello! Welcome to the Reach Higher Essentials Playlist AWSM training! There are 3 main sections and
a summary. For each section, please read through the tasks before watching the video. As you are
watching, pause the video to give yourself time to complete the tasks. This training should take about
20 minutes. 

Please enter your full name in the box below and then scroll down to the tasks.

Section 1 (0:00 - 3:38) 
There are three questions in section 1. You must complete all of the questions before moving on to
section 2. You can pause and rewind the video as needed. 

Kitty Zhang



section 2. You can pause and rewind the video as needed. 

Q1. Please match the items to the correct numbers in the boxes. Click on the item and use your mouse
wheel to scroll down to the correct box. Release your mouse button to drop the item in the box. 

Q2.
Choose the correct words from the dropdown menus and complete the Reach Higher tagline.

Academic _________,      __________ and _________ for an education in English.

Q3. Which elements of Reach higher showcase its three most important features? Choose the
elements from the drop down menu to match the features on the left. 

Section 2 (3:38  - 8:37) 
There is 1 question in section 2. You must complete the question before moving on to section 3. 

Number of levels

Number of books

CEFR levels

Hours per week

Units per book

Lessons per unit

2 2 12 15 A1-B2 6

2 2 12 15 A1-B2 6

2 2 12 15 A1-B2 6

2 2 12 15 A1-B2 6

2 2 12 15 A1-B2 6

2 2 12 15 A1-B2 6

language, literacy and content

1. Reach Higher uses a cross-curricular, enquiry-based
approach.

  Big Question / original fiction / science & social studies content

2. Reach Higher develops learners' literacy in English.   critical thinking / reading strategies/ extended writing / projects

3. Reach higher provides English language support.   academic vocabulary / content vocabulary / phonics



Q4. Read the statements about Reach Higher. Choose true or false. 

Section 3 (8:37 - 11:36) 

There is one question in this section.

Reach Higher includes content, such as passages and video clips, from National
Geographic.

Reach Higher features NG photographer Joel Sartore's Photo Ark photos.

Reading passages in Reach Higher are mainly from North America.

The enquiry-based learning approach used in Reach Higher captures the spirit
of curiosity and exploration which the NG society represents.

Reach Higher is a language Arts program.

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False



Q5. Why does Ian like the Wrap Up section in Reach Higher? What is your favorite section in Reach
Higher? Write your (short) answer in box below.

Summary Section (11:36 - 12:53)

There is one question in this section. 

Q6. Ian is a man on many talents - one of which is cooking! Watch Ian's delicious summary pitch
where he explains the 'key ingredients' of RH, then read the sentences below and choose the correct

It presents the students with four multi-modals activities from which they can choose, each of these helps
them use the content and language in a meaningful and fun way. What Ian particularly likes is that they get
to choose what they want, and that it’s all about personalization. After studying about something like where
water comes from, they get to apply what they’ve learned in a way that matters to them. This exemplifies the
spirit of learning and is the spirit of Reach Higher. My favorite section in RH is ....
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where he explains the 'key ingredients' of RH, then read the sentences below and choose the correct
words from the dropdown menus. 

When you hit the arrow below to complete the training, you will be shown a summary of your answers.
Please download a copy of this and save it somewhere safe. We will send you the answer key so you
can check your answers. Congratulations! You have finished the TZ3e Essential Playlist training. Thank
you for your time, you are officially AWeSoMe! 

Follow this link for the answers:

The amazing science and __________ content, introduced
through readings and video form a range of authentic sources
from around the world.

  social studies

Literacy development including reading strategies, academic
conversation and ___________.

  writing

English language support including phonics, content
vocabulary and __________ vocabulary building.

  academic
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